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Sensory design has been an under-utilized element to architectural design. 
Traditionally the approach to senses has been static, passive, treating each sense 
modality as independent, and treating auditory, tactile, haptic, gustatory and 
olfactory senses as secondary to the visual. In this presentation we will compare the 
traditional approach of “sensory orders” (supported by anthropology) to the more 
current notion of neural “plasticity”- a constant dialogue between the senses, that 
craft our perceptions and shapes our experiences. We will, in this first presentation, 

focus on the sense of smell and how it blends with the other senses. 

1.   ABSTRACT
Architecture is fundamentally about crafting the human experience- and the human experience is not 
just visual- it is multi-sensory. Traditionally the approach to senses has been static, passive, treating each 
sense modality as independent, and treating auditory, tactile, haptic, gustatory and olfactory senses as 
secondary to the visual. In this presentation we will compare the traditional approach of “sensory orders” 
(supported by anthropology) to the more current notion of neural “plasticity”- a constant dialogue 
between the senses that craft our perceptions and shape our experiences. We will start with a single sense- 
Smell, and share a case study in a simulated Emergency Department where caregivers (nine total; seven 
RNs, one technician, one physician) were exposed to different senses, and their physiological feedback 
(heart rate and bio-feedback) were used to measure the physical stress response, while mood mapping 
indicated the individual’s emotional state of being at the start and end of each aromatic environment. 
These tests demonstrated that some aromas were indeed more “therapeutic” than others, while others 
may cause more harm than good. We will then discuss where smell falls in the sensory order- including 
the differentiation between the “human” and the “animal” senses by Aristotle, Hayek’s theory of sensory 
linkages, and culturally defined sensory orders. Findings from a pilot study (17 responses) that investigated 
the sensory orders of common architectural spaces will be shared.

Finally, we will discuss the relevance of synesthesia, a neurological condition where stimulation in one sense 
triggers a perceptual experience in another. We will discuss the neurological basis, and the theoretical 
significance to architecture. Findings from a case study asking people to link smells and sounds to colors 
will be shared. The presentation will conclude on how under-utilized senses, sensory orders, and sensory 
“cross-connections” can affect how we design. Hypothesis for neuro-architecture will be shared with the 
audience- calling out the need for synesthetic approaches to research that bring together designers, 
neuroscientists, and philosophers/theorists.
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Architecture student response to the hierarchy of senses 
in different places (n=17)


